Magic, Spells, and Wishes

With special guests WIZARDS and WITCHES!

A Select List of Brown County Library Children’s Books
(Preschool – Early Elementary)

Click on each title below to see the library’s catalog record. Then click on the title in the record for details, current availability, or to place a hold. For additional books and items on this theme, ask your librarian or search the library’s online catalog.

**Picture Books and Folktales**

- *Alexander and the Wind-Up Mouse* by Leo Lionni
- *Anton Can Do Magic* by Ole Konnecke
- *April and Esme, Tooth Fairies* by Bob Graham
- *Cake Girl* by David Lucas
- *Chalk* by Bill Thomson
- *Chavela and the Magic Bubble* by Monica Brown
- *Cinder-Elephant* by Emma Dodd
- *The Clever Little Witch* by Lieve Baetan
- *The Elephant Wish* by Lou Berger ages 6+
- *Foxy/Foxy in Love* by Emily Dodd
- *The Fuchsia is Now!* by J. Otto Seibold
- *The Garden of Abdul Gasazi* by Chris Van Allsburg ages 5+
- *Heckedy Peg* by Audrey Wood ages 6+
- *Hedgehog’s Magic Tricks* by Ruth Paul
- *Journey* by Aaron Becker
- *Little Elephants* by Graeme Base ages 6+
- *The Magic Porridge Pot* by Paul Galdone
- *Magritte’s Marvelous Hat* by D.B. Johnson
- *Make a Wish Bear* by Greg Foley
- *Meow Said the Cow* by Emma Dodd
- *Miss Smith* (series) by Michael Garland ages 5+
- *Mrs. Biddlebox* by Linda Smith
- *My Garden* by Kevin Henkes
My Wish Tonight: What Children Wish by Paivi Stadler

One Potato, Two Potato by Cynthia DeFelice ages 6+

Pink Cupcake Magic by Katherine Tegen

Pink Magic by Donna Jo Napoli

Polo (wordless, series) by Regis Faller

Probuditi! by Chris Van Allsburg ages 6+

The Red Book (wordless) by Barbara Lehman (wordless)

Red Knit Cap Girl by Naoko Stoop

Rosie’s Magic Horse by Russell Hoban

The Runaway Wok: A Chinese New Year Tale by Ying Chang

Compenstine

Sausages by Jessica Souhami ages 5+

The Secret River by Marjorie Rawlings ages 6+

Sylvester and the Magic Pebble by Leo Lionni

Spells by Emily Gravett

Superworm by Julia Donaldson

Strega Nona (series) by Tomie DePaola

The Toy Farmer by Andrew Pelletier

Un-Brella by Scott Franson

When You Wish Upon a Star shelved under title

Whizz! Pop! Granny, Stop! by Tracey Corderoy

Willoughby & the Lion by Greg Foley

The Wizard of Oz (picture book adaptation) by L. Frank Baum ages 6+

The Wizard by Jack Prelutsky ages 6+

The Wizard, the Ugly, and the Book of Shame by Pablo Bernasconi ages 6+

Wonder Bear by Tao Nyeu

http://tinyurl.com/BCLReadsKids
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